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GlassRenu Announces Next Generation RenuDisk
Breakthrough Abrasive Technology Improves Industries Premier Solution to Remove
Damage from Glass Without Distortion
PACHECO, Calif., Oct. 20, 2010 ‐‐ GlassRenu®, manufacturers of the industry’s
premier solution for removing scratches and acid damage of any size and depth
from all types of glass, today announced a breakthrough in glass repair technology,
Conditioning Disk Technology, CDT. Following years of research and development,
GlassRenu has created a new abrasive that, when used with the GlassRenu Scratch
Removal process, allows users to not only reduce the time of repair, but also reduce
their material costs for repairs up to 30%.
“At GlassRenu we are always looking for ways to improve our products and the
results they offer our customers. Recognizing that our system was already
removing damage everyone else said was impossible to remove, we turned our
focus to speeding up the process and reducing the cost per repair.” Commented
GlassRenu COO Cody Thomas. “In developing this new technology we turned to our
R&D Technicians as well as some of our bigger customers to work together to
develop a better RenuDisk. Working with Chris Hernandez of Scratch Doctors over
the past year, we have been able to develop the first abrasive disk that actually
performs better the more it is used, this disk is the new Conditioning Disk
Technology (CDT) RenuDisk.”
Available to current GlassRenu users, the new CDT RenuDisk will reduce the time
needed to prep the glass for polish by 20% to 30% and reduce polishing time by
30% to 40%. Additionally by allowing users to continue to use disks that otherwise
would have been discarded after 15 square feet of use, CDT Disks should be able to
provide excellent repair results for up to 1000 square feet of glass. The cost savings
of being able to reuse disks from repair‐to‐repair will allow users to save upwards
of 30% of the cost per repair.
The GlassRenu Contractor Grade Scratch Removal System is available for purchase
as a field‐ready kit with all tools and enough materials to repair approximately 500
square feet of glass. To order, or for more information about the system and
GlassRenu’s new CDT RenuDisks please visit www.glassrenu.com.

About GlassRenu
Founded in 2006, GlassRenu has become the glass restoration and repair industry’s
leader in providing glass scratch and graffiti removal solutions that deliver clarity,
without visible distortion. The company offers a full line of glass repair products
that are available in North America, Europe and Australia. Privately held, GlassRenu
is headquartered in Pacheco, Calif. For more information on GlassRenu and its
products, please visit the company Web site at www.glassrenu.com.

